Eco Team meeting Wednesday 16th January 2019

1) Ms Hardman to welcome all to the meeting and ask everyone to share their
names again so we can remind ourselves who our eco team are.

present

absent

Staff

Ms Hardman
Mrs Goodyear
Children Beech
D.O.
Alder

J.M.

O.C.
H.L.
Oak
D.A.
K.H.
Maple
A.R.
E.U.
Chestnut Z.K.
M.S.
Sycamore B.P.
D.W.
Cherry
S.D.
E.W-W
Potting
S.S.
Shed
G.H.
E.O.
Z.S.
Nursery team members:
I met with the new potting shed members…S.S., G.H., E.O. and Z.S.– they are all keen and we

discussed how they can help with recycling in the unit – they were able to show me the “cycling”
bin and say they would help turn off lights or remind adults to. (G.H. then helped an adult know
where the lights were to turn off the quiet room light). S.S. said we could recycle the big milk
cartons and I asked if she knew if the lids should be on or off - she said on but I pointed out the
council prefers them off and then the other good things is the lids could be used for making
things and she thought that was a really good idea! The children then had their photo taken for
the eco board and wrote their names on the children’s team list – we then went to look at the
board and put the list back up. So it was a really productive first meeting!
FS2 and KS1 team members:
1) We discussed all relevant successes and points from the adult meetings earlier in the
weeks – the children were proud of our successes and were particularly pleased with the
Sealife stopping plastic pollution and the toilet twinning campaigns.

2)

This year they were proud of the Palm oil campaign and had noticed their posters had gone up on
the fence to help people outside of school learn about the campaign. Harry told us his sister then
went on to get children at the juniors to create posters.

3) We said we were going to create list of essentials to help become eco classes HL said he
would do the list and AB said she would decorate RH will then copy and distribute to
the classes.
4) We also discussed the need to create a new eco code -MS Hardman shared some examples
that she said she would email out to teachers to work on with their classes( to be
complete by Feb 13th meeting) RH to email teachers poss formats and encourage classes to
devise a possible eco code.
5) School recycling campaigns – we shared the poster and discussed what we recycle for
school and where.
6) Single use plastics – Ms Hardman shared how we aim to use reusable cups at events and
for visitors where possible
7) Healthy lunch boxes – discussed campaign and children said they would be willing to
draw some “healthy lunch boxes” when we do this campaign.
8) Fairtrade Fortnight 25th Feb to 10th March– we discussed raffle, lessons, baking – Some
children recalled the logo but only a few what Fairtrade was – they said they were happy
to have lessons in class to learn more. Lots remembered doing Fairtrade bananas last
year.
9) We need to complete action plan and minutes sheet ( year 2 s stayed back to help)
10) The team will be told the date of the next meeting will be Wednesday 13th February 2019
at 2.15 p.m. (To discuss different ideas for the Eco Code and decide which ideas we want
to adopt).
11) I thanked the children for their support and enthusiasm
12) Close of meeting: 3.00 p.m. ( But for Y2 3.15)

